
* Obbligatoria

flIMAGIN3D Application Form
Thank you for your interest in the flIMAGINE3D PhD training program. As a first step we strongly urge 
you familiarise yourself with the application questions (pdf download available on the 
www.flimagin3D.com website) and the firm eligibility requirements of the Marie Sklodowska-Curie 
Actions. This step is entirely for your preparation. The application is comprised of two parts: (1) 
establishing your eligibility for the flIMAGIN3D PhD Training Program and (2) your application into the 
program. 

Once you establish your eligibility and have prepared your answers, please continue with this 
application. You will receive an email confirming your application. Please be advised that only short-
listed applications will be contacted. We thank you for the time and interest. 

Applicant details

Yes

Do you meet the eligibility criteria as described here: 
https://rea.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2022-07/Guide%20for%20applicants%20-
%20MSCA%20DN%202022_v2.1.pdf  * 

1.

http://www.flimagin3d.com/
https://rea.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2022-07/Guide%20for%20applicants%20-%20MSCA%20DN%202022_v2.1.pdf


No

Name * 2.

Email address * 3.

Phone number (including country code) * 4.

Country of citizenship * 5.

Address * 6.

Yes

No

Have you been awarded a doctoral degree?7.



Woman

Man

Prefer not to say

Gender (for reporting gender-balanced initiatives to the EU commission) * 8.



Early-Stage Researcher Eligibity

Please, list the dates and the type of research experience accumulated to date.  * 9.

The mobility eligibity of the Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions stipulates that 
researchers must not have resided or carried out their main activity (work, studies, 
etc.) in the country of the recruiting beneficiary for more thatn 12 months in the 3 
years immediately before September 2020 . Compulsory national service, short 
stays such as holidays, and time spent as part of a procedure for obtaining refugee 
status under Geneva Convention are not taken into account. 

Please, list the countries where you will have resided from Sept 2020 to Sept 2023.  * 

10.

Yes

No

I confirm the above answer are accurate and can provide documents as proof if 
requested.  * 

11.



Please, select the Phd project programs in which you are interested in.  * 12.

Seleziona la risposta

Yes

No

I have checked the hosting institute of the project above and can confirm that I 
satisfy the MSCA eligibility criteria.  * 

13.



Academic Qualifications
Primary (undergraduate) degree

Institution * 14.

Country * 15.

Year registered (from - to) * 16.

Grade (or Grade point average or %) * 17.

Qualification * 18.

Description of degree * 19.

Has this degree been awarded? And when? * 20.



Email address of Instituition for verification * 21.

Please, include any additional information relevant to your academic background or 
the project you are applying for (e.g. training courses with name, location and dates).

22.

Academic prizes, scholarship and awards.

Provide details of any such awards you have received indicating the name of the 
award and basis of which the award was given. (e.g. University Entrance Scholarship 
- awarded to students with over 560 points in the final school exam).

23.

Yes

No

Non-native English speakers are required to provide evidance of English language 
competency before the appointment is made. An IELTS score of 6.5 is the minimum 
requirement. 

Are you a native English speaker?  * 

24.



If no, have you sat the IELTS test? What IELTS score did you obtain?25.

Yes

No

Any additional qualifications to add?26.



Additional Qualifications II
Primary (undergraduate) degree

Institution * 27.

Country * 28.

Year registered (from - to) * 29.

Grade (or Grade point average or %) * 30.

Qualification * 31.

Description of degree * 32.

Has this degree been awarded? And when? * 33.



Email address of Instituition for verification * 34.

Please, include any additional information relevant to your academic background or 
the project you are applying for (e.g. training courses with name, location and dates).

35.

Academic prizes, scholarship and awards.

Provide details of any such awards you have received indicating the name of the 
award and basis of which the award was given. (e.g. University Entrance Scholarship 
- awarded to students with over 560 points in the final school exam).

36.

Yes

No

Non-native English speakers are required to provide evidance of English language 
competency before the appointment is made. An IELTS score of 6.5 is the minimum 
requirement. 

Are you a native English speaker?  * 

37.



If no, have you sat the IELTS test? What IELTS score did you obtain?38.

Institution * 39.

Country * 40.

Year registered (from - to) * 41.

Grade (or Grade point average or %) * 42.

Qualification * 43.

Description of degree * 44.



Has this degree been awarded? And when? * 45.

Email address of Instituition for verification * 46.

Please, include any additional information relevant to your academic background or 
the project you are applying for (e.g. training courses with name, location and dates).

47.

Academic prizes, scholarship and awards.

Provide details of any such awards you have received indicating the name of the 
award and basis of which the award was given. (e.g. University Entrance Scholarship 
- awarded to students with over 560 points in the final school exam).

48.



Yes

No

Non-native English speakers are required to provide evidance of English language 
competency before the appointment is made. An IELTS score of 6.5 is the minimum 
requirement. 

Are you a native English speaker?  * 

49.

If no, have you sat the IELTS test? What IELTS score did you obtain?50.



Academic Qualifications
Postgraduate degree (e.g., Masters)

Institution51.

Country52.

Year registered (from - to)53.

Grade (or Grade point average or %)54.

Qualification55.

Description of degree56.

Has this degree been awarded? And when?57.



Email address of Instituition for verification58.

Yes

No

Additional Postgraduate Qualifications?59.



Academic Qualifications II
Postgraduate degree (e.g., Masters)

Institution60.

Country61.

Year registered (from - to)62.

Grade (or Grade point average or %)63.

Qualification64.

Description of degree65.

Has this degree been awarded? And when?66.



Email address of Instituition for verification67.



Work experience

Job title * 68.

Employer name69.

Dates (from - to) * 70.

Duties and responsabilities * 71.

Yes

No

Additional Work Experience?72.



Additional Work Experience

Employer name73.

Job title74.

Dates (from - to)75.

Duties and responsibilities76.



Research experience and Achievement 

In this section please describe:

- Your research experience to date. (e.g. Research projects, publications, abstracts at 
meeting, patents)

-Details of any skills you have which prepare you for this training programme.

(max 250 words - any excess will not be considered) * 

77.

Personal Statement (max 300 words).

This provides you with the opportunity to highlight information that has not been 
provided elsewhere. The following topics should be addressed:

- Why do you wish to pursue a higher degree by research?
- Why have you selected these projects?
- Why do you believe that you are suited to this field of research?
- Please describe how this PhD will assist you in achieving your career goals?
- Discuss any additional aspects which you feel will provide a better picture of your 
capability, motivations and interests * 

78.



Questo contenuto non è stato creato né approvato da Microsoft. I dati che invii verranno recapitati al proprietario
del modulo.

Microsoft Forms

References

Please, provide the details of 3 people that can be contacted to provide reference for 
you (Name, Email address, Institutional address, Relationship to you). 

Referee 1 * 

79.

Referee 2 * 80.

Referee 3 * 81.


